3rd Grade Snowman (or Snow woman) Glyph
Follow the directions to create your snow person!
Open Paint. Make your canvas the size you want. First, choose a
background (black, light blue, or dark blue). Draw some snow at the
bottom of the canvas.
1. Have you ever built a snowman before?
Yes - draw 3 snowballs for the body
No - draw 2 snowballs for the body
2. If you have pets (or have ever had pets), draw a carrot nose.
3. If you've never had pets, draw a cherry nose.
4. Add coal eyes (black dots).
5. Do you like hot chocolate?
Yes - make a dotted mouth
No - draw a curved line for the mouth
6. What is your favorite sport?
Football - draw a striped scarf around your snowperson's neck in the colors of your
favorite team
Soccer - draw a black and white scarf
Basketball - draw an orange scarf
Any other sport - draw a colorful polka-dotted scarf
7. Buttons:
 Draw buttons to show how many family members there are in your family. (Count
parents, yourself, sisters, brothers – NOT pets!)
 If your birthday is in . . .
January, February, March, April, May, or June – draw round buttons
July, August, September, October, November, or Dec. – draw square buttons
9. Hat:
If your last name starts with A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, or M - draw and color
a top hat.
If your last name starts with N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, or Z - draw and color
a stocking cap.

10. Were you born in Texas?
Yes - draw stick arms pointing up
No - draw stick arms pointing down
11. If you stayed in Texas over the winter break, let your snowman hold or wear
something western. (such as a cowboy hat or boots or ropes – no guns!)
12. If you went to another state, let your snowman hold a broom.
13. If you visited another country for the break, let your snowman hold an airplane.
14. If you have time, add a few snowflakes and/or other objects to the background.
15. WRITE YOUR NAME SOMEWHERE ON YOUR SNOW PERSON PICTURE!

